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Driving is a skill essential in our daily lives. Getting from point A to point B can be troublesome
while you're out on the road. The main problem, well, it's us. Us, meaning our bad habits that we
develop throughout our driving career. The bad habits that we harbor and use that affects
ourselves and others around us. Our bad driving habits allows us to make mistakes that can be
costly or endanger lives. What do you do? Pay attention! This short book covers daily
encounters while out on the road and how to approach these moments. Overtime, driving can
become so automated where you're blinded to do what's actually right. So, pay attention
because bad habits makes us bad drivers.

From the AuthorThis collection features about 150 quotations about #66 (including some by
Mario himself). This volume is not designed to quote people who have seen his skills in YouTube
highlight clips; these are quotes from the players, coaches and others who were on the ice with
him when he played the game, and who can bear witness to his unprecedented dominance in
pro hockey. They range in length from the three word question President George H.W. Bush
posed to Mario when the Penguins were at the White House following their first Stanley Cup win,
to an awesome 122-word quote from sportswriter Thomas Boswell, who brilliantly compares
Mario's game to that of a large, sleepy lion on a sunny afternoon at the zoo. ("... Even when he
pounces, Lemieux does so fluidly, using his long reach and deliberate, powerful strides to do
deeds that lesser animals can barely imagine ...")In short, this is a celebration of Mario the
hockey player, in the words of his contemporaries, beginning when he was a teenage phenom
with Laval and running through his final year with the Pens in 2006.About the AuthorRoss
Bonander is an established quotations curator with several published collections to his name,
including "Hockey Talk", a collection of great hockey quotations, and two volumes similar to this
one dedicated to Patrick Roy and Steve Yzerman. He has also written extensively for The
Hockey Writers and their sister site, Overtime. He maintains a homepage at RossBonander.com.
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Behind the WheelJamie ChambersContentsIntroductionLesson 1 Stick to the Basics KidLesson
2 Stop and GoLesson 3 Watch Out!Lesson 4 Stay in Your Lane People!Lesson 5 Gotta
PoopLesson 6 Divine JudgementLesson 7 Do You Even Park Bro?Lesson 8
TrafficConclusionIntroductionI am from Ontario, Canada. My father put me in driving lessons as
legally early as I could start being behind the steering wheel. I was in high school, and I
remember learning how to drive from a middle-aged Chinese man who took off his sandals and
put them up on the dashboard as he relaxed into the passenger seat beside me. I also
remember him smoking almost every lesson I was taught. He even had me slow down if we were
passing by a pretty girl for some eye candy. He doesn’t sound like a pleasant teacher, but he was
good at teaching me as I still managed to acquire the appropriate skillset. After the lessons and
earning a G2 license, the education really starts. No one’s going to hold your hand. No one’s
going to push the brakes for you in quick time events. No one’s going to tell you you’re doing
anything wrong. This is where new drivers develop their driver’s personality. This is where the
bad habits start to form because you’re free from the ‘tedious’ things like shoulder checking,
looking at your side mirrors when changing lanes, looking at the rear-view mirror when braking,
keeping adequate amount of space between you and the car ahead, and other fundamentals
everyone should be using. When I started driving on my own, I only drove to high school and to
events with my family so that my father can supervise me. I wasn’t particularly excited to be
driving on my own at the time because I was nervous and afraid. Everything I did while driving
was strictly textbook; both hands on the steering wheel, extreme shoulder checking every turn
and lane change, rear view mirror checks every brake, full stop at stop signs, staying 1-meter
before the pedestrian crosswalk lines, pausing before the pedestrian crosswalk at red traffic
lights and checking before turning, you name it. And when I say extreme shoulder checking, I
mean turning my entire my head, then my entire body to fully confirm the presence of another
car. I very much wanted to be a perfectly safe driver for my friends, family, and dogs one day. So
yes, I wasn’t that kind of teenager to be driving around formula 1 style after claiming freedom
from the clutches of any further examinations post G license. For one thing, I was never good at
directions either. I get around by landmarking places I often visit such as the mall I bought my
New Balances from, that restaurant I went to on my first date, the park where I was chased by a
German shepherd, the alley I was mugged by an old lady, the peeing statue of a baby angel and
etc. Street names never stuck in my head with the exception of neighbouring ones close to
home. Despite my incapability of determining the cardinal directions, my friends thought I was an
excellent driver, and that they’ve never felt safer in a car than before. Keep in mind, this stage of
my driving life is very much cautionary-look-after-your-baby-in-the-car level.
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The book by Glenda Durano has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 10 people have provided feedback.
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